THE FLAT HAT

W & M Starts New Foreign Policy Group

To Hold Contest

For Colleges

Williams and Mary, true to the distinguished past, are now moving forward with the establishment of the Institute which will carry on as an organ of the foreign policy...  

THE LOSING COACH

Frosh Tribunal Ends Sessions

At Defeat of Richmond Team

If the silence of a good season or a year... in so much territory: for the Frosh Tribunal. Throughout the season of 1940-1941 the Frosh Tribunal has been engaged for almost all school activities. With the Frosh Tribunal and frosh activities generally in sight, a large body of entering Froshmen is at the point of making their annual beginning this Tuesday night in Phi Beta Kappa hall. For this season frosh council found itself less... to the Frosh Tribunal and the record made of Froshmen in their frosh week-end... to the Frosh Tribunal... which shows a tendency in the Froshmen that as the frosh week-end approaches they become more and more... in the Frosh Tribunal.  

THE WINNING FOOTBALL

Richmond

Loses 16-0

New Sports Era

Definitely Here

BY BILL RYAN

(Continued On Page One)

The Varsity Club

To Sponsor

Xmas Dance

Taking the place of the Defeat of the Richmond Party which will be given this year, the Varsity Club will sponsor a dance to be held in Phi Beta Kappa hall, December 13th. This Club dance will be the only dance for the frosh this year. In order to bring the frosh to the dance the Varsity Club will have an athletic motif and also bring the frosh to the dance.

Flash Class Of '43 Elects Heads

The following freshmen were elected to office in the class of 1943:

Robert W. R. Eble, President

John N. Brodie, Vice President

John S. B. White, Secretary

Craig A. Eble, Treasurer

Barbers Make Complaint

Because of Freehaircut Given W&M Boys

Seven Indians

Get Sealed

The National Labor Relations Board was on the track of William & Mary students when it descended on the campus of William & Mary. It is not every college campus that can boast of a N.L.R.B. seal in its windows. But it is the campus of William & Mary.

The latest news is that the students sent in a request for a matchup. The N.L.R.B. will now be trying to schedule the contest for this week.

Crimes

To Hear Lecture

On Marine Life

Mr. T. B. Kershaw, the University of Maryland and assistant in the School of Marine Biology, will deliver a lecture on marine life, on Tuesday, November 1st. The lecture will be given in the Physics Building at 7:15 P.M.

THE FLAT HAT MEET

William & Mary "State "Champs" For First Time in History
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Deans Grant

No Extension

Of Holidays

It will be impossible for the students to have a full week's vacation this year. The Board of Trustees has voted to have classes start at eleven on the sixth and end by noon on the eleventh of December. 

V. W. Meade, the President of the Woman's Board, requested that the students have a week off prior to Christmas vacation to travel home. However, the students voted to have their week off after last day of classes, December 8th.

Dean Miller and Miss Eve Preston are both of the opinion that the students should have a week off prior to Christmas vacation. In order to have a full week's vacation, the students must have their exam week shortened.

Dean Miller said that this year the vacation week will be shorter because the students cannot start their vacation until after December 1st.

The students will have their vacation from December 2nd to 8th, instead of from December 1st to December 8th.

Dean Miller and Miss Eve Preston are both of the opinion that the students should have a week off prior to Christmas vacation. In order to have a full week's vacation, the students must have their exam week shortened.

Dean Miller said that this year the vacation week will be shorter because the students cannot start their vacation until after December 1st.

The students will have their vacation from December 2nd to 8th, instead of from December 1st to December 8th.

The students will have their vacation from December 2nd to 8th, instead of from December 1st to December 8th.
Barbara Bevan Co-ed Chosen for Photo in "Vogue"

BEAUFORT BEVAN

George Karger, official photographer for "Vogue," has selected Barbara Bevan of Williams and Mary for this year's "Vogue" calendar. Miss Bevan is one of the many talented students who make Williams and Mary a beacon of beauty and grace. Her selection is a testament to the high standards of beauty and talent that are fostered at our institution.
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manager to Dave Loepp, and Bill Rand with associates. This program can be heard over station WSHB, Friday afternoon at 6:30. It will be broadcast from the stage of the Student Union.

Church Notices

BRUTON PARISH CHURCH

"The Bishop" Church News is published weekly to keep the members informed of the events and activities at Bruton Parish Church. If you have any information or announcements you would like to share, please contact the church office.
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**Middle Atlantic Team Dominates All-American Field Hockey Team**

By Placing Nine Players Out of 11 In First String; Reserves Win

**Repeater Numbers! On Honor Eleven**

**MAX FIGLEY**

In the covering story of the annual National Tournament Evaluation by the United States Field Hockey Association (USFH), a record field was seen as the game approached the second day of play. The Middle Atlantic team, with four players in the first string, was the only one to place fully nine of its eleven in the first team. The Middle Atlantic's.list comprised as many players as any previous year, and proved that the region is producing a strong field hockey team.

The Middle Atlantic team, which included representatives from every state in the region, was well-schooled in the game of field hockey. Many of the players had experience on the national level, and were familiar with the rules and strategies of the game.

The Middle Atlantic team's success can be attributed to the strong coaching staff and the dedicated players. The team's success also reflects the growing popularity of field hockey in the region.

**Touchdowns: The Key to State Football Championship**

**Second Touchdown In State Football Championship Win Over Spiders**

**Nellie Irwin**

After Receiving Full Back Waldo Matthews' pass from Waldo Matthews, Full Back for W. & M. Tufted 20 yards in passing and attempting to elude the last hurrah of the Virginia Cavalier defense. Irwin's pass was intercepted by the Cavaliers, but the ball just didn't break through the goal area for the second touchdown of the game. Irwin's pass, however, did not result in a first down for the William and Mary team.

**Indian Spokesmen**

Winning of State Football Championship Makes History

**Title I**

First For Local Team

Richmond Ariel Athletic Association

*Richard Diehl* (Page One)

With a number of veterans returning to the game, the boys are now flicking the switch. The local team has set the pace for the rest of the season, and is expected to do well in the remaining contests.

**Board Stars Begin Drills**

Conference Event Only Meet On Tap

**Roll Call**

Miss Applebee made this comment as she made the roll call. "No, this isn't the last time the PLAT HAT Sports Staff is going to put on a truly exciting football game. The boys are now flicking the switch, and the game is expected to be well worth the wait."
This organization, as you will notice in the story about it, is likely to influence American foreign policy. Confronted by a world in violent flux with a war boom, economists what they want in the world of tomorrow.

Inability—a study of foreign policy becomes of paramount importance. Among the points of the young students of America who will be the future of the government.
STOLEN GOODS

By CONSECR STRATON

We dedicate to the Freshmen who some day will be seniors:

Once I was a Freshman—
Up before the President, and he was going through the speeches.

Now I am a Senior
And the president is no daw.

Dodge - Plymouth
GENERAL TIRES
TEXAS PRODUCTS
Avery Motor Co.

Williamsburg, Va.

THE PENINSULA SHOPPING CENTER

THE PENINSULA SHOPPING CENTER

STUDY IN EMOTIONS

CHARLES CHAPLIN

The Great Dictator

The W.C. Fields film is a remarkable and colorful character. She, as well as Cap'n Bob, will never be forgotten.

MATAHOC PARK RIDING SCHOOL

Classes Daily 10:15, 2 O'clock and 3:30
For information call Barratt Hall 246.

STATION SPECIALS FOR BEGINNERS

Make It A Merry Christmas for All
Gifts for all members of the family and friends. A specialty is hand-made dinner bonnets and shoe, also to order, with custom inserted.

ALSO A WIDE SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS CARDS

THE COLLEGE SHOP

On the phone he said, "Professor, I know how many of these students have been taken from us."

But believe me, we have a long way to go.

Classes Daily 10:15, 2 O'clock and 3:30

THE PENINSULA SHOPPING CENTER

DEALING IT OUT

By Bill Debil

(Sketches on North Pacific)

There may be more than nine kwaks to go through this year's student body. Also, out of the P.E. class there are no ideal jobs. Write for a party invitation from Virginia State University. That reminds me that it's going to be tough to get North Carolina in schedule for "Sneakers" and "Stingers" in the future. The Wake Forest game was a big deal to the Tar Heels since they played only 10-10 last and the way Richmond actually did defeat them, it looks like they will have to play teams like Duke in the future. They wanted to come out ahead.

The unanimous opinion of the backfield was that "Bairn" was no good and Service will win.

Mr. Mau and Johnson
To Be 1941 Rivals

To the chagrin of the fans the Tar Heels will undoubtedly be the strongest team in the South. "Bairn," who is a sophomore, was a great addition to the team during the fall, and is expected to do well in the future.

Mubu And Johnson
To Be 1941 Rivals

The only points of the game were scored by the Wake Forest team. The Wake Forest player who scored the goal was the only point of the game. The Wake Forest team will probably not win, but they are expected to win the game.

EASTERN AMERICAN

SHAVER SET - 276

Make easy dress the perfect dress. Shoppers select some Southern magnificence. Beautiful Christmas cards, quite a few, working as heights of marvelous accord with Early American. Good taste of these cards, some of them, at least, are１ / ２ in height.

CASEY'S, Inc.

THE PENINSULA SHOPPING CENTER

Letters to the Editor

Christmas Touches from Southern Pages

A Christmas attitude toward the world is very much in evidence among the students of the college. They have a good idea of what is expected of them and are not afraid to show it. We have a good idea of what is expected of us and are not afraid to show it. We have a good idea of what is expected of us and are not afraid to show it.

WILLIAMSBURG JUGLE CO.

WILLIAMSBURG, Va.

OCCASIONAL HOLIDAY EDITION

GRAND OPENING

H. L. LEE, President

M. E. HALL, Treasurer

N. A. W. BURCH, Secretary

Miller, shown, here as a reviewer, making "A Thrifty Athlete" (Nov. 23) look like anything but an All-American.

The Editor

Without the library, it is a great deal more than a social training and some knowledge of the community. We find from the Tech that many of their students take their classes in the library.

Perhaps Dr. Swem would like to use of the library. If not, the library, it is a great deal more than a social training and some knowledge of the community. We find from the Tech that many of their students take their classes in the library.

Moved.

"Sneakers" and "Stingers" in the future. The way the Wake Forest game was a big deal to the Tar Heels since they played only 10-10 last and the way Richmond actually did defeat them, it looks like they will have to play teams like Duke in the future. They wanted to come out ahead.

The unanimous opinion of the backfield was that "Bairn" was no good and Service will win.

Mr. Mau and Johnson
To Be 1941 Rivals

To the chagrin of the fans the Tar Heels will undoubtedly be the strongest team in the South. "Bairn," who is a sophomore, was a great addition to the team during the fall, and is expected to do well in the future.

Mubu And Johnson
To Be 1941 Rivals

The only points of the game were scored by the Wake Forest team. The Wake Forest player who scored the goal was the only point of the game. The Wake Forest team will probably not win, but they are expected to win the game.

EASTERN AMERICAN

SHAVER SET - 276

Make easy dress the perfect dress. Shoppers select some Southern magnificence. Beautiful Christmas cards, quite a few, working as heights of marvelous accord with Early American. Good taste of these cards, some of them, at least, are 1 / 2 in height.
OFF THE REEL

"Blitzen," Cullen and Queen, & a cherished and rare, shot that we've been unable to locate since the war. We offer this story of the great sportsman many more times, but this is the one that seems to have earned the most appreciation. The story of the great sportsman many more times, but this is the one that seems to have earned the most appreciation.

Tightrope Tyrone Power, a moustachioed and wavy-haired Tyrone, who

future musicals. And all this is "Hullabaloo."

Martian broadcast of over-realistic Orson Wells, for which Frank

Morgan, old trouper, is promptly fired.

reserved seats are on sale.

showing anywhere. Prices will, of course, correspond to those re­

"The Great Dictator" will run Wednesday-Thursday-and Friday.
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Dr. Young is sold 011 William

Dr. Hayden's arguments and
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in some vague manner to identify

in some vague manner to identify
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HERBERT MARSHALL

BETTE DAVIS

MARVIN MILLER

THE LETTER

BETTE DAVIS, MARVIN MILLER

BLIZZARD BURKE

THE GREAT DICTATOR

Washington, Va.

FOOTBALL

THE WILLIAMS BURG THEATRE

Washington, Va.

KIRKLAND GREENE, OWEN DALLAS, JR.

HULLABALOO

Park Ave. New York, N.Y. March 10-19, 1941

THOMAS CERDA

THE MAKER OF ZORRO

IN THE MAKER OF ZORRO

COHEN, ADAMS, GURLAND, FLORES, DUNION, DAVIS, KIMBALL

TOMMY GARY, GLENYSS BOW, EDWARD BOWENS, EDWIN DAVIS

YOU'LL FIND OUT

PETER LUSCH, JOHN T. HOLMES, WILLIAM H. LUSCH, DAVID W. LUSCH, C. W. McKNIGHT

THE LETTER

BETTE DAVIS, MARVIN MILLER

HOTEL BARRINGTON

THIS: Missing Mouse and Pluto in "Mr. Mouse Takes a Trip"

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

Wednesday - Friday

Tuesday - Monday

683

118 TEXARO

printers. Pattern Embroidery. Weddings and Gowning Services

Phone 788

complete Lubrication, Washing.

products

All

Chesterfield Stares a Milder Better Taste

Made for smokers like yourself!

Its right combination of the best tobaccos

and its modern cigarette making

methods, made Chesterfield a

completely satisfying smoke, puck after puck.

That’s why people call it...

THE SMOKE THAT SATISFIES

So YOU SMOKER, try one.

special 20s

Chesterfield Stares a Milder Better Taste

made for smokers like yourself!

Its right combination of the best tobaccos

and its modern cigarette making

methods, made Chesterfield a

completely satisfying smoke, puck after puck.

That’s why people call it...

THE SMOKE THAT SATISFIES

So YOU SMOKER, try one.

规程...